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As per instruction of Central Vigilance Commission (CVC), this year 

Vigilance Awareness Week is being observed from 31.10.2016 to 05.11.2016 

by all Govt. Organization falling within the advisory jurisdiction of CVC. 

The theme chosen for this year Vigilance Awareness Week is “Public 

Participation in promoting Integrity and eradicating Corruption”.  

Corruption is a serious unethical practice that undermines trust and 

confidence in public officials and public confidence can only be gained by 

integrity in governance. Economic and social progress, rule of law, 

democratic values and a strong civil society are some of the basic 

prerequisite in building an integrity system to sustain the fight against 

corruption in society.  In order to attain a corruption free society, all 

stakeholders including government, citizens and also the private sector 

must share the responsibility for creation of awareness of corruption as well 

as refrain from indulging in unethical acts. 

In order to create greater awareness and participation of the public at 

large, the commission has envisaged a concept of “Integrity Pledge”. As 

such two Integrity Pledges have been envisaged enlisting support and 

commitment of the citizen and the other for corporates/entities/firms etc., 

especially in the private sector to prevent and combat corruption.  

 

VIGILENCE AWARENESS WEEK - 2016 

सचेतक   Sachetak 
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Approach of proactive and participatory vigilance is best practices for corporate 
excellence and to meet expectations of stakeholders. Corruption is a grave and 
multifaceted disquiet which is to be fought with complex strategies. Transparency in 
work is the basis for good governance and without this, effective and responsive 
organization is not possible.  Essential and an imperative tool for promoting integrity and 
eradicating corruption is public participation. 
 
Vigilance plays an important role in ensuring good governance in the organization.  I 
am happy to know that KR Vigilance branch is bringing out the Sixth issue of Vigilance 
Bulletin 'Sachetak' on the occasion of the Vigilance Awareness Week – 2016. This year 
the theme of observing Vigilance Awareness Week is ‘'Public Participation in promoting 
Integrity and eradicating Corruption”. We have successfully completed the Silver 
Jubilee Year and now are moving ahead to achieve our goals,  Sachetak -VI  is in the 
form of an e-bulletin and is in line with our green-culture. 
 
I believe that the contents of Sachetak- VI will help in moving further towards Zero 
tolerance of corruption. I take this opportunity to seek co-operation from all in the 
organization in our fight against corruption. 
 
I congratulate the team of Vigilance Department for their efforts and wish them all the 
success. 

 
                                                                 (Sanjay Gupta) 

Chairman and Managing Director 

 

 

क� �	य सतक� ता आयोग �ारा आयो�जत " ईमानदार	 को �ो�साहन देना तथा ��ाचार उ�मलून म� जन 

सहभ ािगता  $वषयाधा(रत सतक� ता जाग)कता स*ाह 2016 के शभु  अवसर पर अ/य0 एव ं�बधं िनदेशक 

महोदय, क4कण रेल के माग�दश�न म� 'सचेतक - अकं छह का �काशन 7कया जा रहा है। 'सचेतक - अकं 

छह के �काशन का म:ुय उ;े<य सभ ी को सतक� ता जाग>कता के �ित �े(रत करके ��ाचार का उ�मलून 

करना । 

 

हर बार क? तरह इस बार भ ी पया�वरण Ð सरं0ण क? B$� से सचेतक क? केवल ह(रत �ित ह	 �कािशत 

Ð �सा(रत क? जा रह	 है । आशा ह	 नह	ं वरन पणू� आ�म$वCास है 7क अ/य0 एव ं�बधं िनदेशक 

महोदय के आशीवा�द से ससु�Dजत सचेतक का यह छठवाँ अकं अपने लGय को �ा* करने म� सफल िसI 

होगा ।    

(राजेश के) 

मु:य सतक� ता अिधकार	 

 

 

Message from Chairman and Managing Director 

 

मु:य सतक� ता  अिधकार	  के  मन  

से 
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INTEGRITY PLEDGES AT CVC PORTAL 

 

 

 

INTEGRITY PLEDGE FOR CITIZEN 
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CASE STUDY OF PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT 

Getting appointment in railways on compassionate  
Ground by adopting forgery/fraudulent activity 

 

During investigation of a complaint by Zonal Railway against a staff 'X' with allegation 
that the said staff is doing his job in Railways through impersonation and imposture, it 
was observed that a Staff Welfare Inspector (SWI) was already nominated by the 
division for enquiry in the matter of appointment of 'X'. The enquiry report submitted by 
the said SWI revealed that 'X' S/o Late 'Y' has been appointed in railway on 
Compassionate ground after death of his father 'Y'.  
Further, on receipt of information in writing from complainant that 'Y' is alive, the civil 
authority was requested to get the matter enquired and to confirm the outcome/findings 
of the same. The findings of enquiry done by concerned Police Station as 
communicated in the matter in question revealed that 'Y' is alive. It was also found in 
said findings that 'X' is not the son of 'Y'. The name of his father is Late 'Z' who expired 
in 1976. This clearly indicates that concerned SWI failed to disclose the 
facts/genuineness about appointment (on Compassionate ground) of 'X' as assigned by 
the competent authority. In view of this, it was found that 'X' S/o 'Y' secured 
appointment in railways on compassionate ground by adopting forgery/fraudulent 
activity. Appropriate necessary action has been initiated in above 
case.

 
 

  

Unauthorized occupation of a railway quarter by an outsider 

 

During investigation of a case by Zonal Railway regarding unauthorized occupation of a 
railway quarter by an outsider/non railway person for 20-22 years in one of the division 
of Railway, it was found that as per rent roll the said railway quarter was under 
occupation by railway staff 'X' since Dec'97 after vacation of the same by 'A'. Further, 
the name of a person named 'Y' was found written on the entrance of the railway 
quarter. It was found that 'X' had allowed the railway quarter allotted to him to be 
occupied by 'Y' (an outsider). 'X', the Railway employee, mentioned that 'Y' was his 
brother-in-law and had been residing with him for last 1-2 years for which he was not 
charging any rent. The name 'Y' written at the entrance, however, belied this statement 
of 'X'. This, however, confirms the presence of 'Y' (an outsider/non railway person) in 
the said railway quarter. 'X', therefore, had allowed the railway quarter allotted to him to 
be occupied by 'Y' (an outsider) in violation of Rule 15(A)(1) of Indian Railway Services 
(Conduct) Rules, as well as provisions contained in Para 1712(a) of IREM-II. 

Case Study 
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CASE STUDY OF PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT 

Irregularity in payment of HRA & non-deduction of quarter rent etc. 
 

During preventive-check by one of the division of Railway, Vigilance team detected 
several irregularities in payment of HRA, deduction of quarter rent and other similar 
deduction from salary of staff. During investigation of the check, it was noticed that Rly. 
Quarter was also allotted to an employee as well as the HRA was being paid to him, 
during the period in which Rly. Quarter was allotted to him. It has also been noticed that 
quarter-rent, electricity charges, water-charges etc. were also not deducted regularly 
from employee's salary, rather it was deducted in an arbitrary manner. In some cases, it 
has also been noticed that quarter-rent etc. was not deducted from the salary of the 
employee in favour of which Rly. quarter was allotted, whereas, in other cases, it was 
noticed that quarter-rent, electricity-charges, water-charges, etc. were deducted from 
the salary of the employees, to whom no Rly. Quarter was allotted during that period. 
 
After detailed investigation, responsibility for such lapses has been fixed and corrective 
measures have been advised. The division was also advised to ensure the recovery of 
the overpayment amount from the concerned employees. 

 

          ************************ 

सभ ी चाहते है अLछा काम करना, 7कंतु Mया चाहने भ र से अLछे काम हो सकते है ?  

िनNय करना ह	 पया�* नह	ं,  इLछा पिूत� के िलए काम करना ह	 पहली शत� है ।  

                                             ********************* 

जीवन नद	 के समान है - उसके राOते म� आनेवाले टेढे-मेढे राOते हम� $वपर	त प(र�Oथितय4 से 

िनपटना िसखाते है, बाधाएँ 7कतनी भ ी बड़	 Mय4 न हो वे उTमशील मनUुय का राOता नह	ं रोक 

सकती। 

 

 

 

 

Case Study 
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CASE STUDY OF ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
 

Irregularity in execution of cess repair works 
 

During the course of investigation of a preventive check by one of the Zonal Railway 
regarding cess repair work in one of the division of Railways, following irregularities 
were found: 
 

1. Earth work in filling for cess repair was executed. During joint check, average 
levels at toe of formation were found higher by 1.69m than the level recorded in 
level book. Thus initial level was falsely recorded lower in level book. 

 
2. For execution of Earth work, first time final bill was sent through MB No.-X which 

was returned by division with certain observations. Again, after compliance, 
second time final bill was sent by AEN having same CC number, same date of 
measurement & same date of test check by AEN but with different MB i.e. MB 
No.-Y. The total quantity of earthwork, recorded in MB No.-Y was kept almost 
same as it was earlier recorded in MB No.-X, but there were large variations in 
cross sectional area, at almost all chainage. Further, some new chainages were 
also added. AEN had made 100% test check, on same date, in both MBs, which 
is not possible as chainage wise cross sectional area was varying. Thus changes 
in level book & cross-sectional area were done to comply with the observations 
raised by division. 

 
3. The work for turfing was also executed under above contract agreement & it was 

found that total quantity was kept same while recording final bill in MB No.-X & 
MB No.-Y but location wise area were modified, which is not possible as date of 
measurement is same. Further AEN also made test check in both MBs, but 
without mentioning specific location. 

 

Case Study 
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   CVC Corner 

सफलता सरल है। सह	 समय पर, सह	 तर	के से, सह	 काम करना है।   
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बरुाई से असहयोग करना मानव का प$वV कत�Wय है  

   CVC Corner 
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   CVC Corner 

भ $वUय,  आज आप जो करते है उसपर िनभ �र करता है।  
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TENDER & CONTRACT 

by reference 
 

TENDER EVALUATION/ CONTRACT AWARD STAGE 

 
DO's: 
 

1. Through careful scrutiny of the credentials, attempt to identify the sister concerns or cartel 

formations especially in case of limited tenders.  

2. No post tender correspondence for submission of additional documents shall be entrained after 

opening of tender. Even suo moto post tender letters of the tenders should be treated as null and 

void.  

3. Ensure nomination of TC and TAA one step higher than in case of open tender for single tender. 

Ensure than member of TC should not be TAA of the same tender. 

4. Ensure that discounts given by the bidders are properly recorded in the tender opening register.  

5. Ensure that tender committee meeting minutes contain date, time and venue and the dated 

signatures of all the members.  

6. Ensure that equal opportunity is given to all the bidders at all the stages of the tendering.  

7. Re-invite tenders if eligible L-1 backs out.  

8. TC should go through the Comparative Statement, Briefing Note and tender papers carefully before 

proceeding on tender committee deliberation.  

9. Under no circumstances any of the members of the tender committee should refer the case to any 

officers/staff under him or to any one also for scrutiny and/or comments.  

10. Noting on the tender file by the members of the tender committee as a substitute for meetings and 

airing of views should be strictly avoided. Ensure that ranking of the offers is done properly after 

evaluating the special conditions.  

11. Ensure that tender offers have been signed by authorized signatory. It should be clearly brought out 

that the tender offer is submitted as partnership firm or as a proprietor or as a JV.  

12. Ensure that no work or supply should ordinarily be entrusted for execution to a tenderer whose 

capability, technical competence and financial status has not been investigated and found 

satisfactory. 

13. Ensure careful and detailed examination of aspects such as physical & financial capacity, technical 

competence and detailed recording in TC minutes.  

14. Consider only completed work not ongoing work for judging technical eligibility criteria.  

15. Ensure consideration of reasonableness of rates in the tender committee minutes on the average of 

last accepted rates for similar type of works under similar conditions and geographically proximity 

instead of single LAR. For steel and cement, Market rate analysis should be done. If required 

reasonability of rates should be checked with current market rates and rates analysis also needs to 

be undertaken.  

16. Recommend and Conduct negotiation only in exceptional cases and not as a matter of routine. 
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TENDER & CONTRACT 

Negotiation is allowed only with L1 i.e. lowest valid eligible and technically acceptable tenderer who 

would have been otherwise considered for award of contract directly if the rates were not 

unreasonably high. Ensure proper call letter for negotiations. Ensure that negotiation has been held 

in presence of all TC members and signed by all members of TC. Ensure that negotiations are 

completed within the period of validity of offers. Ensure to give sufficient time to bidder to analyse 

and resubmit their negotiated (sealed) offers. Negotiated offer should be, on printed letter head, 

signed by a person authorized to do so on behalf of original tenderer. In case L-1 backs out during 

negotiations, there should be retendering.  

17. Deliberate on all the conditions made by the tenderer along with tender offer and specific 

recommendation in respect of those conditions must be recorded in the TC minute.  

18. Treat the tender committee recommendations with dissent notes carefully & record reasons for 

disagreement.  

19. TC should also examine and comment on following aspects:  

i. Examine the items with correct LAR  

ii. Ensure satisfaction of eligibility stipulated  

iii. Examine the rates critically including vitiation aspects  

iv. Is the response adequate?  

v. Is ring formation suspected?  

20. Recommended to call for fresh tendering if the TC comes to learn that there is significant change in 

scope of work.  

21. Ensure to accept TC recommendation within validity period. If not possible, extension of validity 

should be sought well in advance.  

22. Recommend to black list the firms giving wrong information, false credentials or forged documents, 

apart from cancellation of contract.  

23. Ensure observations raised in briefing notes have been duly replied by TC. 

24. Ensure to finalize tender before expiry of validity and delay if any to be explained in TC.  

25. TAA is also responsible for acceptance of TC recommendation. In case he disagrees with TC, then 

he alone will be responsible for lapses/irregularities.  

26. In case of disagreement of TCR, TAA need not put up to next higher authority. TAA should record 

the reasons for not accepting recommendations of any members of TC.  

27. TAA should take the decision in a reasonable period of time. Unavoidable delays should be 

explained.  

28. Only unqualified acceptance constitutes a binding contract. A conditional acceptance requires 

consent of the tenderer before binding contract takes place.  

29. TAA should ensure that acceptance of recommendation is within his powers.  
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TENDER & CONTRACT 

DON'T  

1. Don't seek clarification on tender related matters from the bidders on phone. In case it is necessary 

follow it up immediately with a letter/FAX and maintain proper record of all the communications.  

2. Don't change the tender committee once constituted, without the approval of the competent 

authority. Reason for the change should be recorded.  

3. Don't entertain post tender correspondence for submission of additional documents after opening of 

tender. Even suo moto post tender letters of the tenders shall be treated as null and void.  

4. Don't entertain any discount offer subsequent to opening of the bids.  

5. Don't treat the recommendation of the tender committee with the dissenting note of one or more 

members as unanimous recommendation. Take an objective view of the dissenting note before 

arriving at final decision.  

6. Don't delay the finalization of tender necessitating extension of validity of offer.  

7. Don't award work to the second lowest bidder if the lowest bidder withdraws.  

8. 8 Don't consider tenders unaccompanied by the requisite earnest money under no circumstance be 

entertained and should be rejected immediately.  

9. Don't reject the offer/tenders on account of poor performance while awarding another work to the 

same bidder in other cases/ adjacent areas.  

10. Don't alter the eligibility criteria laid down while calling tender during consideration of the offers 

received.  

11. Don't order negotiation on the repeated advice of the TC to invite fresh tenders, particularly where 

response to call for negotiation is poor.  

12. Do not take part in the tender committee if any of your relative is among the bidder.  

13. Do not accept open quotations (not sealed and incomplete original form) from the contractors 

during negotiations.  

14. Don't allow subsequent revision of the minutes, unless the reconsidered minutes are put up in 

addition.  

15. Don't accept modified offers, not considered by the Tender Committee.  

16. Don't award contracts for work unless all drawings and estimates duly approved/ sanctioned by 

competent authority and there is no hitch to hand over the site to contractor.  

17. Don't delay refund of Earnest Money to the unsuccessful tenderers after the tenders are finalized or 

TAA has accepted recommendations for negotiation with L-1 bidder.  

18. Don't accept the individual items rates abnormally high and unworkable in respect of major items of 

work in a tender.  

 

 

******* 
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TENDER & CONTRACT 

CONTRACT EXECUTION STAGE  

DO's  

1. Ensure that advances e.g. mobilization & machinery etc. are released against bank guarantees.  

2. Ensure prior approval of the Competent Authority before allowing additional quantity.  

3. Maintain proper record of day to day consumption of cement, steel etc irrespective of whether the 

items are procured by the contractor or supplied by Railways.  

4. Ensure that the bank guarantee submitted is genuine and valid for requisite time.  

5. Ensure the tests of materials and other prescribed tests during the work execution as per the 

agreement. Special attention may be paid to the tests of hidden items. Maintain day to day record of 

actual progress of work, cement and steel consumed and labour employed by the contractor. Keep 

proper accountal of material issued to contractor at site of work.  

6. Record measurements on machine numbered MBs only. Maintain proper register for MBs.  

7. Ensure recovery of water/ electricity charges and rental for space if provided by Railways.  

8. Maintain the hindrance register meticulously.  

9. Detailed programme chart of the work execution should be got signed from the contractor and kept 

in record. The actual progress of the work should also be available duly signed by the contractor at 

regular intervals.  

10. Ensure that the contractor has provided site office and laboratory as per contract conditions and 

scheduled items.  

11. Completion certificates are issued only on successful completion of the work fully meeting the 

contracted specifications and end purpose.  

12. Ensure timely payment to contractor as per contract conditions.  

13. Ensure execution of work on the basis of approved plans by competent authority.  

14. Ensure availability of complete contract agreement along with approved plan of site of work before 

actual start of work.  

15. Ensure prior administrative approval of competent authority before executing additional quantities in 

each item so that the contracts are not vitiated.  

16. Ensure proper passing of material after testing etc. before use at site.  

17. Keep proper accountal and classification of material received back from contractor new or released.  

18. Issue materials to contractor in commensurate with the progress of work.  

19. While material passing ensure testing of material as per BIS codes or as specified in the tender. 

Ask for internal testing report of manufacturer. Check embossing of correct IS code on supply.  

20. Maintain site record as per laid down instructions like site order book, inspection register, level 

book, field book for recording site record etc.  
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TENDER & CONTRACT 

21. Ensure recovery of cost of material supplied by Railways, hire charges for tools & plants, etc. if any, 

from the contractors running bills immediately after their use. Record levels on machine numbered 

level books only.  

22. Ensure inspection of correct thickness of items payable on 'area measurements' such as slabs, 

flooring, premixed road carpet, wood work, etc. Test check must cover this aspect also.  

23. Ensure all safety precautions and maintain safety equipments in working condition. 

24. Ensure deputation of qualified engineer at site from contractor site as per stipulated conditions.  

25. Ensure up to date calibration of all testing machines and measuring equipments from authorized 

agency.  

26. Ensure obtaining valid insurance policies for works, persons, property and equipment etc. and 

periodical renewal to cover entire period of contract. 

27. Ensure instructions/deficiencies recorded in site order book by field engineers/ inspecting officers 

are complied with by the contractor and compliance recorded with dated initials of Site-in-charge.  

28. Ensure compliance of various laws such as Contract Labour (Regulation and abolition) Central 

Rules 1971, Payment of wage act and minimum wage act etc.  

29. Contractor should be insisted upon to indicate the action taken on the observations/ instructions 

given by the supervisory staff/officers.  

30. Ensure joint foot to foot survey with SSE/PW and ISA/Stock verifier before dismantling of assets 

such as Track and steel water tank etc. which are releasing valued scrap.  

31. Record measurements/ levels on machine numbered measurement books/ level book issued from 

authorized office only.  

32. Carryout shrinkage/void deductions in earth work, boulders and loading contracts as per conditions 

during recording measurements, passing bills and carrying test checks.  

33. Ensure signature of contractor on level books, measurement books for acceptance of levels taken 

and measurement recorded.  

34. Measurements must be recorded directly in the measurement books by authorized officials.  

35. Ensure recording of sieve analysis results in measurement books while recording measurements of 

ballast.  

36. Ensure interval of at least one week between the date of recording of measurement and the date of 

commencement of loading and training out of ballast. In this one week interval REN/SrREN has to 

carry out his prescribed test check.  

37. Process bills of contractors for payments at various levels as per laid down time schedule.  

38. Carryout prescribed test checks on measurements with special attention to hidden items.  

39. Ensure no payment to contractor unless a valid Income Tax Clearance Certificate is produced.  

40. Ensure deduction of prescribed shrinkage/voids in earth work and loading contracts as per 

condition both during on account and final payments. Ensure recovery of penal rates for excess 
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TENDER & CONTRACT 

consumption of cement and steel as per terms of contract.  

41. Ensure technical check of each work order by Division at final bill before passing the bill.  

42. Ensure that payment is not made excess in any item beyond the sanctioned quantity duly vetted by 

finance.  

43. Ensure correct allocation of funds while processing the bills.  

44. Ensure close monitoring of time & costs overruns on works contract. 

 DON'Ts  

1. Don't dilute specifications/ terms and conditions after finalization of the contract.  

2. Don't allow execution of works without sanctioned work order and beyond sanction quantities.  

3. Don't endorse a test certificate without putting dated signatures against individual identifiable items of 

works. There should be enough evidence to show that tests were actually carried out.  

4. Don't allow the contractor to first execute only those items considered more profitable by him at his 

discretion so that contractor's interest in completing the whole work remains.  

5. Don't allow execution of partly left over work by another agency before taking measurements of 

earlier contract and getting them accepted both by the old and new contractors.  

6. Don't operate non-schedule items without sanction of the competent authority, in exceptional cases 

where it has to be done, maintains necessary site records.  

7. Don't allow two or more agencies to do similar works at one site. Departmental works and works 

being executed through contracts should not be allowed to be mixed.  

8. Don't permit use of substandard material. Ensure that materials used are of specified specification 

and tested as per laid down procedures.  

9. Don't pay long leads without physical verification and prepare a lead diagram for this purpose.  

10. Don't allow passing of running bill of earth work on lump sum measurements where initial levels were 

not taken.  

11. Don't allow execution of earth work without taking initial levels.  

12. Don't allow passing of final bill of earth work without detailed measurements unless otherwise allowed 

by appropriate instructions.  

13. Don't allow recoveries to be accumulated on account of use of departmental machinery by 

contractors up to the final bill.  

14. Don't accept the materials or brands/ make, which are not stipulated in the Contract.  

15. Don't allow or tamper the seal of electrical meters provided to Contractor.  

16. Don't record measurement of steel in separate register in place of measurement books.  

17. Don't make any payment without acceptance of measurement by contractor. 
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SELECTION PROCEDURE 

DOs 

� The number of vacancies should be correctly assessed and approved before issuing notification for selection.  

� Notification should clearly indicate category wise (SC/ST/UR) breakup.  

� Pre-promotional training of stipulated duration for SC/ST candidate should be ensured. 

� If a change is introduced in the condition of eligibility after the call for applications or after the selection has 

started ensure that opportunity is given to all candidates who may have become eligible according to the revised 

conditions of eligibility.  

� Selection committee should be constituted as per the guidelines issued.  

� Copy of latest instructions/guidelines applicable/issued should be made available by the personnel department 

to selection committee members at the time of nomination itself.  

�  Members of selection committee especially question paper setter and evaluator should ensure that they have 

received latest instructions/guidelines before setting the paper or starting the evaluation work.  

� Paper setter should provide model answers for uniform and faster evaluation..  

� Answer sheets should be coded as soon as written test is over.  

� The answer sheets with dummy numbers/codes and those without any visible identification signs (like 'jai', 'om' 

etc) only should be evaluated.  

�  Evaluation of corrected answers to objective questions is disallowed (RBE 126/08). Instructions to this effect 

should be printed on question paper as well as on the copies.  

� Corrections to objective type questions include: Cutting, Overwriting, Erasing, Scoring off a ticked 

answer in multiple-choice question and ticking another answer, modifying the answer in any way.  

� Evaluation of answer sheets should be in indelible ink and in no case should a lead pencil be used.  

� Marks awarded by the evaluator for each question should be tabulated on the top sheet.  

� Decimal marks wherever awarded should be correct to the first decimal and the same should not be rounded off. 

The total marks too should not be rounded off.  

� Delay in evaluation by more than two months should be brought to the notice of DRM/RRM or HOD. Delays of 

more than three months should be brought to the personal notice of the GM/CMD.  

� Marks sheet indication code nos. and marks obtained duly signed should be given to the Personnel branch. 

� Evaluated answer books along with model answer should be handed over to Personnel department.  

� Result of written examination should be declared and widely circulated.  

� Selection committee should ensure that the correct procedure and establishment rules have been followed. Roll 

of member of Personnel Department is very critical in this regard.  

� Marks awarded for records of service etc should be based on details of ACR gradings, awards etc duly worked out 

and such detail should be part of selection proceedings.  

� Ensure that the evaluation chart prepared is signed by all the members of the selection committee. 
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SELECTION PROCEDURE 

 

DON'Ts 

� Do not nominate an officer in the selection Board/ committees, if his name is borne on the agreed/secrete list.   

 

� Do nor change the constitution of the Selection Board/Committee for a selection except when unavoidable.  

 

� Vacancies should not be altered once the notification is issued.  

 

� Do not allow delays between various stages of selection process, particularly between written test, evaluation of 

answer sheets, viva-voce and publication of result.  

 

� Do not have the evaluation of answer sheets done by someone else unofficially.  

 

� Do not use a lead pencil for allotting marks.  

 

� Don't do corrections in marks once given by erasing, cutting, overwriting etc.  

 

� Evaluator is not permitted to review their evaluation and to award marks keeping in mind the percentage of pass 

marks with a view to bringing more candidates in to zone of viva-voce. Marking should be strictly as per content and 

correctness of answers.  

 

� Do not give marks for questions attempted in excess of the number of questions required to be answered.  

 

� Do not forget to date your signature in the selection proceedings.  

 

� Do not announce selection panels in piecemeal, to the extent possible 

 

 

ईमानदार	, च(रV, स�यिनYा, $वCास, �ेम और वफादार	 एक सतंिुलत सफलता क? 

आधारिशला है।  
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Wय$[ अपने $वचार4 से िनिम�त 

�ाणी है वह जैसा सोचता है बन 

जाता है       - महा�मा गांधी 

 
 

Ambition of moving forward in 

life can be fulfilled only when 

the continuous efforts 

undertaken.           - Unknown 

 

 

 

युवाओं का कत�Wय है 7क वे 

��ाचार को चनुौती द�।  

                           Ð कट� कोबेन 

  

Success is simple. Do what's 

right, the right way, at the 

right time.        

                 – Arnold H. Glasow 

 

आशावाद	 को हर खतरे म� अवसर 

7दखता है और िनराशावाद	 को हर 

अवसर म� खतरा। 

− $व�सटोन चिच�ल 
 

 

Three things can not be long 

hidden, The Sun, The Moon 

and The Truth     

- Unknown 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DISCLAIMER 
 

The Bulletin is only indicative and is by no means exhaustive. Nor it is intended to be a substitute for rules, procedures and existing 

instructions/guidelines on the subject. The provisions herein do not in any way supersede the rules contained in any of the Railway 

Codes and the circulars referred to herein should be read both individually and in conjunction with other relevant policy circulars for 

proper appreciation of the issues involved. This bulletin also should not be produced in any Court of Law and wherever necessary, 

reference always be made to the original orders on the subject. 

 
 

क�कण रेलवे कॉपरेशन �ल�मटेड (भारत सरकार का उप�म) 

KONKAN RAILWAY CORPORATION LTD. (A Govt. of India Undertaking) 
 

� Awareness is a necessity at every moment of life. 


